Below, you will find a list of all of the materials provided with Adulting 101 along with detailed instructions for printing each item. You may print these items yourself or you may take them on a flash drive to be printed at your local FedEx or print store.

All materials should be printed in color on 8.5”x 11” white paper.

INSTRUCTIONS

· **Main Instructions** - These instructions are for the game organizer. You can choose to print a copy for yourself, but this is not required to play the game.

· **Volunteer Instructions** - It is recommended that you have a volunteer training in advance of your Adulting 101 event and that you print one copy of instructions for each volunteer.

BANNERS

· These banners, featuring each station’s logo, should be printed so that students can identify each station. You may choose to print these front only on 8.5” x 11” paper, or you may choose to enlarge them so they are more visible. If you are unable to enlarge the banners, some schools have chosen to tape the logos or write the station name on balloons to improve visibility. Please see the professional printing upgrades section for options to print the station banners on foam boards.

STUDENT DOCUMENTS

· **Checklist/Expense Ledgers** - Print the checklist/expense ledgers front/back and in full color. Once printed, the checklist/expense ledgers will need to be cut in half. You will want to print 1 copy for every student playing Adulting 101. Students will frequently make mistakes and require a new ledger. It is strongly recommend that you print extra copies.

· **Reflection Questions** - Print 1 copy of the reflection questions for each student playing the game. The reflection questions should be printed front only in color.
STATION DOCUMENTS

- **Station Pricing Sheets**: You will need to print at least 3 copies of the station pricing sheets for each station. These should be printed front only in full color. It is recommended that you laminate these sheets as students will be passing around the copies to select their purchases. Additionally, please see the professional printing upgrades section for options to print the station pricing sheets on foam boards.

- **Financial Coaching Intake Forms**: Some students in the game will bust their budgets and will need to visit the financial coaching station. It is recommended that you print enough copies of the financial coaching intake forms for half of the students playing the game. These forms should be printed in color, front only, and will need to be cut in half.

STATION CARDS

- **Dogwood Medical Center**: Print 1 copy of the diagnosis cards. These should be printed front/back and in full color. These cards will need to be cut; 8 cards are provided per page.

- **Just in Case Insurance**: Print enough insurance cards for each student playing the game. The cards should be printed front/back and in full color. These cards will need to be cut; 4 cards are provided per page.

- **Green Reaper**: Print 1 copy of the Green Reaper cards. These should be printed front/back and in full color. These cards will need to be cut; 4 cards are provided per page.

- **Who Am I? Cards**: Print 1 copy of the Who Am I? Cards. These should be printed front/back and in full color. These cards will need to be cut; 4 cards are provided per page. Please note that there are enough unique cards for 112 players to play the game. If you are playing with fewer students, please make sure that you select cards for use in the game that represent a variety of different education and income levels.

- **Tennessee Reconnect Career Cards**: Print 1 copy of the TN Reconnect career cards. These should be printed front/back and in full color. These cards will need to be cut; 4 cards are provided per page.

- **Tennessee Reconnect Chance Cards**: Print 1 copy of the TN Reconnect chance cards. These should be printed front/back and in full color. These cards will need to be cut; 8 cards are provided per page.

*It is recommended that these station cards be laminated. Please see professional printing upgrades for pricing.*
PROFESSIONAL PRINTING UPGRADES

To increase durability of the materials, it is recommended that you print your materials with the following professional upgrades. The prices provided are from FedEx and are valid as of March 2019.

LAMINATION

For added protection and to maximize the value of your investment, we highly recommend laminating your playing cards. Individual lamination costs for cards are as follows:

A. WHO AM I? CARDS $73.00
b. TN Reconnect Cards $15.00
c. TN Reconnect Chance Cards $5.00
d. Green Reaper Cards $10.00
e. Dogwood Medical Diagnosis Cards $5.00

STATION PRICING SHEETS BOARD MOUNT UPGRADE

It is recommended that the Station Pricing Sheets be enlarged to 18” X 24” and mounted to a durable foam board. This will allow better visibility as well as protection of your station boards. The estimated cost of printing the Station Pricing Sheets on 18” X 24” foam board is $225.00.

STATION BANNERS FOAM BOARDS (REDUCED SIZE)

The 10 station banners can be printed on 8.5” X 11” horizontal foam board to improve visibility. Each board will be $4 per board totaling $40.00.